SERIAL NUMBER DAEWOO DOOSAN EXCAVATOR

Serial Number Location for Daewoo-Doosan Excavator
Models: 015, 255, DX225, DX225LC-3, DX520, 030, 280, DX235-LCR, DX300LC-5, 035, 290, DX255-LC3, DX633, 055, 330, DX300, DX300LC-5, DX700-LC, 070, 400, DX340, SOLAR225, 130, 450, DX350-LC5, SOLAR300, 170, DX85-R3, DX420, DX420LC-5, SOLAR340, 175, DX140, DX140LC-R3, DX460, SOLAR420, 220, DX175, DX480, SOLAR470, 225, DX180, DX180LC-3, DX490-LC5

Serial Number Examples: 3, 4, or 5 digits: 164, 1105
17 digits: DHKHEBK0T70001000

VIN Number Location: Same as Caterpillar and John Deere.

Note: In 2005 Daewoo was sold to Doosan.